ABSTRACT There is an infinite number of interactions between morphogenetic processes of different time and space scales. How do these unfold in a regular series of mass morphogenetic movements to produce a basically simple and reproducible structure? I present a new morphogenetic concept -the spatial unfolding (SU) of cell movements, whose definition rests on the correspondence between the continuous spatial series of cell shapes and the succession of changes in the shape of a single cell moving in an epithelial sheet whose shape is also subject to change. The change in the shape of moving cells is the only measure of their translocation both in space and time. The SU provides a morphodynamics description of mass cell movements which is completely independent of both an external coordinate system and external forces. The cell geometry of SU allows us to derive the future embryonic form from the actual one by a movement-shaping algorithm operating on the basis of positive and negative geometric feedbacks between the cell movement in the epithelial sheet plane and the epithelial sheet shaping, the feedback system providing a geometric alternative to Turing's self-organization via reaction-diffusion systems. Putting together histological, quantitative morphological and experimental data permits us to isolate four SU, each acting in morphogenesis as an irreducible whole, which seem to include all real examples of epithelial morphogenesis in multicellular animals, from Coelenterates to Chordates.
Introduction
Alexandre Gurwitsch (1914) seems to have been the first who recognized that the form and spatial arrangement of embryonic cells may present a text which, provided that we know how to read it, carries information about directions and rates of a subsequent mass cell movement. Taking as an example the brain morphogenesis of shark embryos, he noticed that in epithelial cells moving together in an epithelial sheet (ES), their long axes deviated from the normal curvature radii of the outer ES surface. If we continue each of these axes out from the ES contour and describe a new contour whose normal curvature radii are coincident with the long axes of cells, then we get a new ES shape almost identical to that which is realized in the normal course of the brain morphogenesis. In Gurwitsch's terms the orientation of long cell axes is "prognostic" in the sense that it permits, on the basis of the actual ES shape, to predict the direction of its change (Gurwitsch, 1914; 1922) . In more mathematical language one could say that the orientation of long cell axes or cell separation boundaries imposes on the ES a vector field of a mass cell movement. Each cell moves outside the initial ES contour, the rate of its movement being proportional to the deviation angle between its long axis and the normal ES curvature radius at their intersection point at a given time. It is the constitution of such a field that and only that constitution, that permits us to derive the modes of morphological transformations from the actual and explicit morphology of embryonic tissues.
This work aims to show that Gurwitsch' morphogenetic field provides a generic and evolutionary stable (robust) law of collective cell movements. To begin with, there are two interrelated problems that are both of a conceptual and practical nature. One is that how an infinite number of interactions between processes of different time and space scales can unfold a regular series of morphological states with simple and reproducible structures (Gurwitsch, 1922; Waddington, 1972) . This is comparable to the problem of basic variables, or parameters of order, in the general theory of non-linear dynamic systems capable of self-organization (Landau, Livshits, 1976) . Self-organization theory claims the identity between the parameters of order and rate-limiting (slow-est) dynamic variables. For physical systems, the physical sense of the parameters of order is rather evident -the specific volume for one-component fluids, the local density of matter for solid bodies and so forth (for the details see Landau, Livshits, 1976) . This, however, is not the case for biological morphogenesis. Even though the connection between the cell movement vectors and cell geometry is basically simple, we have no reason to assume that there exists a simple physical process or a cell shaping mechanism underlying the cell movement geometry. Cell shape is subject to change by many morphological variables whose number is potentially infinite and even uncountable because their interaction generates new morphological variables. It follows that we need to look for a description of cell movement patterns that would depend neither on the number of morphological variables, nor on the cells' material composition.
The other problem concerns the causes of directional mass cell movements, as Gurwitsch's field seems to ignore cell-to-cell interactions. His field is a heuristic principle, as it permits us to isolate the collective mode of individual cell movements. Each cell moves so as to minimize the deviation of its long axis from the normal curvature radius of the outer ES surface, this generating a new ES surface with the normal orientation of the cell's long axes. To make sure that this movement is stable to small random fluctuations we need to postulate a feedback to the future surface which does not exist yet in material form, or to assume that the cell movement direction is simply a matter of extrinsic forces applied to cells in a given coordinate system. In the latter case, we come to a conclusion that the geometric cell movement algorithm is not sufficiently geometric, as far as the fate of a cell depends on its position in an external coordinate system imposed on ES. The point is that in any system of external coordinates the form of a cell is, by definition, devoid of dynamics on its own. It splits into a set of morphological features whose values become the only subject to directional change. As for Gurwitsch's field, this means that the deviation of a cell long axis from normal orientation is only an accidental feature of intrinsic cell dynamics and so we are in an infinite regress of reasoning. To avoid this, in the following section we define a special object, a spatial unfolding of a mass cell movement, which means dynamics being a direct consequence of form, not reducible to any set of accidental morphological traits.
The spatial unfolding (SU) of a mass cell movement -a morphological object with inherently morphogenetic properties
The definition of SU Our basic premise is that in morphogenetic systems the movement of an embryonic tissue is intimately connected with changes of its spatial shape. When epithelial cells move in ES their collective movement implies a directional change both in their own shape and in the shape of ES itself. The movement forms a spatial unfolding (SU) if a continuous spatial series of cell shapes corresponds to the succession of changes in the shape of a single cell (Cherdantsev, 1977; Dorfman, Cherdantsev, 1977; Cherdantsev, 2003) . Cells can easily be replaced by areas consisting of cell groups or cell fragments due to the identity between changes in the shape and position of moving areas. Different positions inside an SU can always be identified with different shapes of the same area even when the boundaries of the moving area are not constant. What is of the most importance is that in an SU, by definition, any robust trajectory of movement of the same area in time has a spatial analogue. In fact, a change in the trajectory of a given area is equivalent to that in the shape of a series of neighboring areas that form an SU. An SU permits us to treat the trajectories of movement as physical bodies. Therefore, as far as the change in the shape of a moving area is the only measure of its movement, an SU provides a description of mass cell movements which is completely independent of using both the external coordinate system and external forces applied to the moving areas.
A generalized model of Spatial Unfolding movement
Our aim here is to outline a general and idealized scheme of SU morphogenesis leaving the real examples of SU to the next sections of this paper. The general pattern of SU movement is shown in Fig. 1 . For simplicity we consider an idealized twodimensional monolayered ES consisting of cells in which it is ES contour whose curvature is of a higher degree than in the preceding one and the orientation of cell boundaries is closer to the normal curvature radii. When both separation boundaries between a cell and its neighbors acquire normal orientation (see cell marked by an asterisk in Fig. 1 ), the movement of a cell along an ES is arrested and so is the shaping of the ES at this point.
The cell movement-shaping pattern both in space and time DM is immediately followed by NM both in space and time. Both in space and in time the absolute values of the D and N vectors are subject to increases from zero to a maximum value and then to a decrease to a zero point corresponding to normal orientation of a cell boundary at a new point of a new ES contour.
The slope of cell movement tracks, whose measure is a proportion of D and N vectors lengths ( Fig. 2A) , progressively vanishes along with the progress in ES shaping (cf. the slopes of tracks 1, 2 and 3 at the intersection points with the inner ES surface at the succession of steps I-III of ES shaping). It follows that NM, yet it arises as a result of ES shaping by DM, spreads in space and develops in time faster than DM. Both the mass movement of cells in ES and ES shaping arrest when all cell sufficient to distinguish their conventional inner and outer surfaces (free cell surfaces) and cell separation boundaries (contact cell surfaces). For each cell and for each cell surface fragment, their movement in the ES is a composition of a planar (tangential, Dvectors in Fig 1) and normal (radial, N-vectors in Fig. 1 ) modes of movement. We suppose, for simplicity, that it is only the conventional inner surface of ES that is subject to active shaping.
The deviation mode (DM)
At each step of ES movement (steps I-III in Fig. 1 ) cell separation boundaries (boundaries between cells 1-5 in Fig. 1 ) form a continuous series of deviations from normal orientation that reproduces a succession of shapes of the same cell whose boundaries move in the ES surface plane. DM implies that new ES cells are recruited into an SU movement (see cells 2 and 1 in Fig. 1 ). This occurs when a cell separation boundary deviates from normal orientation in order to continue the planar movement of a neighboring cell.
The normal mode (NM)
As cells move along an ES, their boundaries elongate so as to normalize their orientation (N-vectors in Fig. 1) . Then, the planar cell movement is accompanied by a local increase in ES curvature at the intersection points between the free ES surface and cell separation boundaries (cf. ES shapes at steps I-III in a neighborhood of the same cell boundaries in Fig. 1 ). It follows that, as cell boundaries move along an ES, there arises a new
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C D E separation boundaries acquire normal orientation. (In Fig. 2A this has happened only with boundary 1 at step III.) At that time and space the ES acquires a spatially uniform shape. Therefore, the mass movement of cells in SU continues unless the spatial shape of SU becomes the homogeneous one. Special attention should be paid to the relationship between cell movement tracks and that of ES shaping. Consider, as shown in Fig. 2A , the SU of cell movement tracks at intersections between cell separation boundaries 1-3 and the inner ES surfaces at successive stages I-III of ES shaping. The movement vector of each intersection point, D*N, is a composition of shifting this point along the actual ES surface (vector D) and this surface shaping (vector N). The movement forms SU only provided that the composition D*N does exist, which means that vectors of DM and NM movement applied to different points of the actual ES contour fall into the same point of the future ES contour. In this and only in this case, the spatial series of cell movement vectors applied to the same ES surface determines the fate of a given ES surface point in time.
The basic difference between SU and common vector fields of a movement of material particles consists in two different points of the actual ES surface falling onto the same point of a new ES surface (see the disposition of points united by vectors in Fig. 2A ). This means that the fate of each ES point, as far as it moves in SU, depends not on its own position, but rather on the shape difference between its own locality and that of neighboring ES points. One can say that the form of an area generates a vector of its own movement because, among a variety of movement trends, the area selects those that can be readily continued by shaping the neighboring areas and vice versa. A system with such a kind of relationship between the form and its movement cannot be covered by a correlated dynamics of any set of morphological or other variables, nor can the form itself be molded into morphological or other substantial gradients.
In summary, the movement of SU is based on a feedback between the movement of cells in ES line up (DM component) and change in ES shape (NM component). General relationships betweennDM and NM are shown in Fig. 2B . DM is a selfmaintaining movement component because of a positive feedback loop between the movement of a cell separation boundary and change in the shape of a cell itself (cf. Fig. 1 ). When the intersection point between the cell boundary and ES surface moves in the ES surface plane the cell elongates in this movement direction, promoting the intersection point to move further in the same direction. On the other hand, DM is followed by MN which, by increasing ES surface curvature and normalizing the orientation of cell boundaries, destroys this positive feedback.
One can easily recognize in this scenario a canonic scheme of interactions between the "activator" and "inhibitor" in reactiondiffusion systems (Turing, 1952; Meinhardt, Guirer, 1980; Belintsev, 1991) . DM represents a morphodynamics analogue of activator, while NM -a morphodynamics analogue of inhibitor, which, as we can see for SU, are not required to be material substances. As long as MN spreads along ES faster that DM does, SU movement fits to what is generally required for dynamic systems to be capable of self-organization (Belintsev, 1991) .
Spatial Unfolding vs. alternative Epithelial Sheet shaping modes
In order to better understand the organization of a mass cell movement subject to SU, it is useful to compare it with alternative, or perhaps complementary, approaches to morphological transformations. Consider a simple and idealized example of morphogenesis -the conversion of an almost flat ES into the sphere fragment (see Figs. 2C-E). Besides SU, there exist three commonly accepted ways in which this could occur:
(i) Epithelial Sheet morphogenesis as a mechanical effect of active and coherent cell shaping
The simplest realistic way in which a definite cell shaping mode brings about ES bending of the inner surface inside is the active contraction of the inner ES surface (Gustafson, Wolpert, 1967; Odell et. al., 1981) . A corresponding succession of morphological states both of ES cells and the ES itself is shown in Fig. 2C .
Whatever might be the intrinsic nature of forces operating on ES, the system as a whole should be in mechanical equilibrium, which means that processes that disturb the equilibrium occur at much slower rates (longer time scales) than those returning ES to the equilibrium state (for the details see Beloussov et. al., 1975; Oster et. al., 1983) . Then, at any moment of ES shaping there must be equilibrium between forces that contract the inner ES surface and forces that stretch cell separation boundaries, as shown in Fig 2C. In order to equilibrate the contraction and expansion of opposed free surfaces, the cell separation boundaries have to elongate just along the normal ES curvature radii, immediately removing any random deviations from normal orientation. There is only a direct connection between the elongation of each individual cell and ES shaping, with no feedback to cell elongation itself. The last, but not the least, difference with SU is 
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With the model of a wave of cell contact interactions, SU shares the principle of recruiting new cells into the mass cell movement at cell separation boundaries. Both in the contact interaction wave and SU there is a natural connection between the cell movement and changes in cell shapes proceeding in a way so as to cause neighboring cells to initiate the same cell shaping process.
The difference, however, is in matching the spatiotemporal scales of realizing the shaping potencies of a cell in cell shaping and preparing the same shaping potencies in the neighboring ES cells. The wave models treat the formation and realization Cherdantsev, 2003. that the whole ES must have previously fixed boundaries, both for mechanical and morphological reasons.
(ii) Epithelial Sheet morphogenesis as a contact cell interaction wave spreading in the Embryonic Sheet plane
Both theoretical consideration (Turing, 1952; Goodwin, 1994 ) and direct morphological and experimental evidence (Cherdantsev, 1977; Beloussov, 1998) suggest that the shape changes in ES cells are capable of traveling cell-to-cell by the interaction of neighboring cells at their separation boundaries. For the case of morphogenesis that we are considering, this provides the morphodynamics pattern shown in Fig. 2D . As in SU, ES areas consisting of differently shaped cells refer to the onset (cells with no preponderant elongation axis) and the end (cells elongated across the ES plane) of the same cell shaping process. Each unelongated cell tends to adjust its own shape to that of its more elongated neighbor and so a front of the cell elongation wave (see the arrow in Fig. 2D ) spreads in the ES plane, recruiting new cells into the cell elongation process.
The distinction between a cell shaping wave and SU movement is that in wave spreading one can, by definition, separate a local morphological state which is subject to spread with no change in the shape of its own. Shown in Fig. 2D , this is the oblique cell separation boundary traveling from one to another cell. For SU this is not the case, as one cannot separate spreading from shaping (cf. Fig. 2D and Fig. 1 ).
(iii) Epithelial Sheet morphogenesis as a kinematic wave
The term "kinematic wave" has been proposed by Zeeman (1972) in order to stress that the wave of morphological rearrangement can spread from one cell to another with no cell-to-cell interaction at all. The wave arises as a result of a difference in time at which cells begin the same shaping processes and (or) in the rates of preparing this process in different ES cells. This is illustrated in Fig. 2E . The only distinction from the process outlined in Fig. 2D is the absence of any morphological signs of cell-to-cell interaction, even at a separation boundary between the domains of elongated and unelongated cells. The model stresses that preparing the shaping potencies inside a cell can occur on a time scale which is fairly different (much slower) than that of the shaping itself, up to the complete loss of interaction between these processes.
Spatial Unfolding as a synthesis
The SU concept shares some and rejects other essential features of the morphogenetic modes listed above. SU shares a basic and generic principle of the mechanical mode -the mechanical equilibrium principle which makes it possible to derive a spatial distribution of mechanical forces that are applied to a cell directly from its shape (Beloussov et. al., 1975; Beloussov, 1998) . However, the mechanical mode implies that preparing the cell morphogenetic potencies is a process on a greater spatial scale and slower time scale than their realization in cell shaping. In terms of the opportunity of recruiting new cells into embryonic anlagen the mechanical mode per se only fits embryonic anlagen whose boundaries are defined beforehand. Maybe this is the reason why most experienced embryologists (see, for example, Waddington, 1972) tended to shift mechanics to the very edge of developmental biology.
of shaping potencies as consecutive processes being differently scaled both in space and time. It follows that the shape changes in different ES loci can be subject not to continuous, as in SU, but rather to threshold interactions. In contrast to that, the SU claims the spatiotemporal identity between the realization of shaping potencies in a given cell and formation of potencies to the same shaping process in neighboring ES cells. Then, one can consider the wave per se as a particular form of SU in which the continuous and intimate connection between the movement of cells over ES and shaping ES subject to movement is replaced by a threshold.
Finally, the kinematic wave and SU are based on a common presumption that ES has a planar (lateral) polar axis whose axial symmetry is borrowed from that of time. This presumes that ES cells that are competent for SU formation have a similar developmental history but differ in their time rates and/or starting points of their development. This helps in the choice of A B C D a preponderant direction of mass cell movement while all the rest -the form of a given embryonic anlagen, fate of its cells and number of cells recruited into its morphogenesis -can depend on the SU movement-shaping pattern.
The epithelization SU
A referent example: the reparative morphogenesis of isolated Epithelial Sheet fragments in common frog (Rana temporaria L.) embryos It is known that ventral fragments of amphibian gastrula ectoderm, when dissected from the embryo, in a few minutes change their initially flat shape and form a closed ES whose shape represents a set of epithelial spherical fragments of different radii of curvature (Beloussov et. al., 1974) . This is an example of a reparative morphogenesis, as the dissected fragment closes its wounded (denuded) inner surface.
As shown in. Fig. 3A , the outer ectoderm, just after the dissection from the embryo, is not a true ES. The ectoderm cells acquire the typical epithelial shape only with shaping of the ectoderm layer when they line up by their collective movement. Both the movement and shaping of cells start at free ectoderm margins and spread in the ectoderm surface plane by shaping this plane itself. The almost perfect correspondence between the spatial series of cell shapes at the ectoderm fragment margins and the succession of steps of marginal zone shaping (cf. Figs. 3B-D) allows us to consider this movement-shaping as the simplest SU which we call the primary epithelization SU, as it allows for the formation of a true ES from non-or weakly epithelial cells. The movement of this SU results in the formation of ES fragments (see arrows in Fig. 3D ), each having a positive curvature on its own.
Morphodynamics algorithm
In order to derive, in a series of marginal zone shapes, each new ES shape from the preceding one, it is sufficient to extend cell separation boundaries out from the outer ES surface and then to describe a new ES contour that normalizes the contact cell surfaces' orientations at their new positions in a new ES (see the contours described by the light lines in Figs. 3B, C) . This, purely geometric, algorithm shows a positive correlation between the deviations of cell contact surfaces from normal orientation and distances at which corresponding points of the ES surface shift from their initial position. As it is inherent to SU, both correlations are both in space and time -in any other case the algorithm could not have provided an approximation to the real marginal zone shape which we observe at later steps of morphogenesis.
The reason for replacing the one-step geometric algorithm by a multi-step and potentially continuous series of cell-to-cell interactions is that cell shaping is subject to active cell-to-cell spreading. For morphogenesis of isolated ectoderm fragments this can be proved by analyzing the quantitative morphological data (Cherdantsev, Scobeyeva, 1996) . Fig. 3E shows how the proportion of differently shaped cells depends on the fragment shaping whose succession is shown under the abscissa of the graph. The majority of initially "rectangular" non-epithelial cells acquires the oblique orientation and then, when molding the fragment shape, almost all cells become again "rectangular", but now epithelial cells.
In Fig. 3E , besides the oblique and rectangular cells, special attention should be paid to "triangular" cells, shown in Figs. 3B, C by the asterisks. Their proportion stops increasing just at the transition phase between the mass deviation of cells from normal orientation and mass normalization. It follows, first, that the curvature increase arrests the recruitment of new cells into epithelial spheres and, second, that the number of cells in a given sphere and the sphere radii are matters of random choice. The last property is known to be inherent to self-organization processes (Prigogine, 1980) . The epithelization SU should be included in this scope.
In fact, epithelization can be initiated by any random heterogeneity in the outer surface curvature. To make this point clearer, remember that in the equilibrium state the relationship of forces operating on adjacent ES cells can be derived from the marginal angle (MA) between their outer surfaces (Thompson, 1942) . As shown in Fig. 4 A,B , the shape of adjacent ES cells is a matter of equilibrium between the forces F f whose components F f1 and F f2 are the active tensions of corresponding outer surfaces and F C is the active tension of the cell contact surface. The deviation of the cell contact surface from normal orientation presumes MA asymmetry which, in turn, presumes deviation in the direction of the outer surface with a higher active tension (see Fig. 4B ). Now assume that the intersection point between the cell contact and outer surfaces falls at a maximum of the outer surface curvature, as shown in Fig. 4C . The local curvature increase tends to push cells aside (see the arrow in Fig. 4C ) while the cells themselves tend to increase their contact surface area. The normal contact surface orientation proves to be unstable because any small fluctuation leads it away from the curvature maximum, making MA asymmetric and promoting increase in the contact surface area (see the dotted cell contour shown in Fig. 4C ). This is (ii) The contact surface lengthening between cells 1 and 2 tends to normalize this surface orientation at the expense of increasing the outer ES surface curvature, the MA between these cells increasing and symmetrizing.
(iii) The length difference between the contact surfaces of cell 2 with its neighbors, cells 1 and 3, provides the shape difference between the outer surfaces of cells 2 and 3, so that the MA asymmetry propagates to the separation boundary between these cells.
(iv)
Step (ii) repeats at the contact surface between cells 2 and 3, thus translating step (i) to the contact surface between cells 3 and 4.
It is obvious that the algorithm ends with the formation of an epithelial sphere fragment, that is, a fragment with a single ES radius of curvature. Thus, the epithelization SU represents the simplest variant of the generalized SU, shown in Fig. 1 , in which the interaction is only between cell separation boundaries and the outer ES surface. As follows from the algorithm, DM is a matter of a geometric positive feedback between the deviation and lengthening of cell boundaries and has a negative feedback to NM. As far as NM arises as a result of DM, we get morphodynamics that mathematically replaces what is required from the interaction between the activator and inhibitor in reaction-diffusion systems. The domain ES structure arising as a result is that of spherical ES fragments separated by triangular or non-epithelial cells.
From a single cell moving over a substrate to the mass movement of Epithelial Sheet cells
MA asymmetry leads to a continuous series of transitions from the movement of a single cell over a substrate and the movementshaping of ES cells in the epithelization SU line up. We should take into account the simple fact that each separation boundary between ES cells consists of two adjacent surfaces of neighboring and, potentially, differently shaped cells. The real ES consists of alternating structural units which can be (conventionally) called Sand F-units. Each S-unit is circumscribed by surfaces of the same cell while each F-unit is circumscribed by two adjacent cell surfaces (Fig. 5A ).
Provided that cell separation boundaries have only normal orientation, the distinction between S-and F-units would have been meaningless because the shape difference between two adjacent surfaces that form a separation boundary between two neighboring cells would have been out of place. This distinction, however, becomes important when a cell boundary deviates from its normal orientation. As the surfaces of a given separation boundary can deviate from normal ES radii of curvature in different degrees, each F-unit acquires asymmetry on its own. As shown in Fig. 5A , each S-unit orients its movement not along its own boundary, but rather along the F-unit surface bordering the next Sunit. Considering the spatial series of F-and S-units as a succession of shape changes in the same cell makes it clear that it is the spatial asymmetry of each F-unit which is equivalent to that of MA, that provides a movement vector for each S-unit. In contrast to common differential equations, even referred to non-local dynamical systems, the movement vectors are not in the points subject to movement, but rather in their neighborhood.
The movement-shaping of F-and S-ES units has a basic similarity with the movement of a cell over a substrate providing that there is a feedback from molding this substrate by the moving cell to the cell movement itself. In the simplest case, when a fibroblast moves over glass, the substrate is not subject to deformation and so there is no feedback at all. But, if one replaces a glass by a tensile material, for example, a thin layer of silicone rubber, then the contraction of a cell's leading edge deforms the substrate as shown by the formation of folds (Harris, 1984) . These folds are the analogs of "rigidity ribs" that are more resistant to deformation than any smooth substrate surface. It follows that if the leading edge happens to anchor the fold, then the preponderant cell movement direction will be towards the fold. Then there is a good likelihood that new folds will originate at this place and so new cells will concentrate at same area (Harris, 1994) . It remains only to replace the external substrate by a neighboring ES cell and so we get the simplest mass cell movement SU, that of epithelization.
Morphogenetic area
In normal development the formation of primary ES from nonepithelial cells is common to those representatives of Cnidarians whose development passes through the morula stage. Cleavage does not provide ES formation, leaving this to later developmental stages. The early development of a marine hydroid, Dynamena pumila L., provides a clear-cut and well-studied example (Cherdantsev, Kraus, 1996; Kraus, Cherdantsev, 1999) .
The morula of Dynamena is a mass of non-epithelial cells of irregular and variable shapes, as is the shape of the morula itself (Fig. 5B) . Epithelization starts at any arbitrary maximum of the outer surface curvature, shown in Fig. 5B by arrows and both the spatial and time series of shaping the primary ES in normal embryogenesis are almost identical to that in the reparative morphogenesis of amphibian ectoderm fragments. As a result, many embryos pass through a stage at which they represent variable sets of spherical ES fragments, as shown in Fig. 5C . Then these epithelial spheres join together to form a single ES.
In embryogenesis of most multicellular animals the primary ES of the blastula is a result of spatially ordered cleavage, with a weak relation to mass cell movements. In this case the epithelization SU acts at later developmental stages by shaping the primary endoderm ES and its derivatives. Taking into account the allocation of DM and NM vectors, shown in Figs. 4D-F, makes it clear that the epithelization SU operates on convex ES surfaces whose surface area is subject to increase. In normal embryogenesis this happens only with endoderm (Cherdantsev, 2003) .
In lamprey embryos (Lampetra flaneri L.) the epithelization SU acts in somitogenesis (Cherdantsev, 2003) . Each new somite presents an epithelial sphere originating from the unsegmented mesoderm consisting of weakly or non-epithelial cells (Fig. 5D ). Cells at the free mesoderm margin (see S' in Fig. 5D ) move at a distance which is proportional to the deviation of their long axes from normal orientation. Therefore, their movement outlines the shape of a new somite, while the separation of this somite from the rest of mesoderm triggers the next somite shaping.
Morphogenetic constraints
We call the morphogenetic constraints those properties of SU that impose the upper limit of complication both in the movementshaping of SU and morphological structures arising as a result. Insofar as SU movement does not depend on external coordinates, these constraints concern only the space-time geometry of a mass cell movement.
The upper limit of structuring in the epithelization SU is the formation of spherical ES fragments that become new morphogenetic units -to join together, as in the formation of primary ES, or to set apart as in somitogenesis. The reason why this cannot be a more complicated form lies in the relationship between the elongation of cell boundaries and shaping the ES free surfaces.
Remember that cells in the epithelization SU are polarized almost the same as a single cell that moves on an external substrate (see Fig. 5A ). The outer (lateral-apical) edges of ES cells behave like the anterior end, while the inner (basal) edgeslike posterior end of a single cell and the difference is only that the polarization of cells in ES is imprinted in shaping its outer and inner surfaces. Thus, the epithelization SU establishes a purely geometric distinction between the outer and inner ES surfaces, with no reference to either their origin or position in the embryo. Yet the outer surface of a secondary ES setting from the endoderm was once the inner surface of blastula, we can consider it as the outer one because it outlines the anterior cell edges. This is to say that in biological morphogenesis, the positive ES curvature is that surface correlated with the elongation of cell boundaries.
As this elongation is a basic premise of ES integrity, as shown in Figs. 4A, B, it follows that the formation of spherical ES fragments is a prime basis of mass cell movements.
Invagination Spatial Unfolding

A referent example: archenteron formation in sea urchin embryos (Strongylocentrotus sp.)
To a first approximation the sea urchin blastula represents a closed spherical ES, archenteron formation starting with loosening and partial destruction of the ES at the site of the archenteron initiation. This is manifested in decreasing MA between the neighboring cells at their inner surfaces which increases the inner ES surface area and makes the initially convex ES become flat (Fig. 6A) . Manifested in all these events is the inversion of the initial ES polarity, which starts by migration of nuclei from their initial position at the outer (primary anterior) cell edges towards the inner cell surfaces (see cells marked by asterisks in Fig. 6A ) and terminating in the emigration of cells from the ES (the mesenchymal cells shown in Fig. 6A) .
Thus, at the onset of gastrulation, cells with inverted polarity have only an individual movement mode. The collective mode arises when these cells, instead of leaving the ES, bend the outer embryonic surface inside the embryo. Thus the centripetal movement of individual cells becomes the movement-shaping of the ES (see Fig. 6 ). There arises a new SU -the invagination SUallowing for the formation of ES negative curvature. The corre- 
Morphodynamics algorithm
To get a future ES shape from the present one it is sufficient to continue cell boundaries beyond the limits of the inner ES surface and then to describe new ES contours, shown in Figs. 6A-C by the dotted lines, adjusting cell boundaries to normal orientation. As the inner ES surface area is subject to increase, this is possible only by shortening the cell boundaries.
It follows that each cell boundary is a matter of two movementshaping components. One (DM) is the rotation of a cell boundary towards the maximum of ES negative curvature and the other (NM) is the shortening of this boundary so as to normalize its orientation. The algorithm of SU movement, shown in Figs. 7A-C, starts when both boundaries of the same cell deviate from normal orientation. As in any section perpendicular to the ES plane, the invagination SU has a central symmetry, the cell movement vectors, DM and NM and the resulting ES movement-shaping vector, V, are shown only on the left side of the ES, while MA are shown on the right side. The algorithm steps are:
(i) The boundary between cells 1 and 2 shortens so as to normalize its orientation by increasing the negative ES curvature and so the MA between these cells becomes the asymmetric one (see Fig. 7A ).
(ii) The boundary between cells 2 and 3 rotates towards the negative ES curvature maximum so as to decrease MA asymmetry by equalizing the outer surface areas of cells 1 and 2 (see Fig.  7B ).
(iii) The boundary between cells 2 and 3 shortens so as to normalize its orientation, which means step (i) is translated to the boundary between the cells 2 and 3 (see Fig. 7C ).
The algorithm continues until each of V vectors shown in Figs. 7A-C deviates from normal orientation in the cell movement direction. This holds if and only if, in the spatial series of V there are no vectors with parallel orientation. The algorithm is arrested when this condition is not fulfilled and there arise cells with parallel orientation of their separation boundaries deviating from the ES radii of curvature in a direction that is opposite to that of the planar cell movement (see cells marked by the asterisks in Fig. 7C ).
The complication, as compared to the previous SU, is that the invagination SU acquires a domain structure on its own, the domain boundary passing between the hemispherical archenteron arc consisting of bottle-like cells and the cylindrical archenteron walls consisting of "backward deviated" cells (see Fig. 6D ). This domain boundary arises as a result of interaction between the contact and free ES surfaces, which has the same pattern as that between the activator and inhibitor in reaction-diffusion systems. Each ES cell preserves a positive feedback between the apical contraction and basal enlargement which is proper to a mesenchymal cell leaving the ES at the onset of gastrulation (cf. Figs. 6A  and D) . However, as long as cells remain in the ES line up, the sliding of cell boundaries along the ES, which decreases the apical surface area in each cell, becomes a negative feedback for ES shaping. This is the same as having an inhibitor that destroys a positive feedback loop for activator dynamics.
Morphogenetic area and constraints
In animal morphogenesis there are three types of mass morphogenetic movements subject to invagination SU. One is the primary invagination of a primary ES -the formation of a new ES (archenteron) consisting of cells with inverted polarity, as compared to that of cells of the primary ES. The second type comprises all the cases in which the archenteron or archenteron fragments arise from non-epithelial cells. The third type refers to all epithelial derivatives of the ectoderm ES in vertebrates, the formation of sensory placodes (except the eye anlage), gill arches and oral invagination being examples of the same movementshaping process (for the details see Cherdantsev, 2003) .
The evolutionary stability of SU is striking. Shown in Figs. 7D, E is the archenteron formation in the embryos of a common frog, Rana temporaria L. Fig. 7D presents the intact archenteron shape (only the superficial layer of cells is shown), while Fig. 7E shows the archenteron fragment dissected from the embryo and fixed a few minutes after isolation. Comparing these figures makes it clear, first, that the invagination SU movement-shaping can develop in a few minutes, just as the epithelization SU did (see Fig. 3 ). Second, even though the evolutionary distance between the amphibian and sea-urchin embryos is enormous, the formation of the archenteron is subject to the same the movementshaping pattern. In amphibian embryos the distinction between the hemispherical arc and cylindrical walls of the archenteron, whose domain-separation boundary is shown in Fig. 7E by the arrows, perfectly corresponds to that in sea urchin embryos. The asterisks in Fig. 7E show the origination of a new SU considered As for the morphogenetic constraints, the connection between the individual and collective cell movement modes is still too intimate, only the reaction of individual cells to ES shaping being collective in the strict sense. As the direction of NM vectors is determined by that of individual cell polarities, there is no opportunity of changing the sign of the ES curvature in the shaping process.
Lateral flow Spatial Unfolding
A referent example: gastrulation in a representative animal with spiral cleavage, the snail Lymnea stagnalis L.
In Lymnea embryos, as in other representatives of animals with uniform spiral cleavage, the dorsal macromere (see Fig. 8A ) and its descendants, cells 4D and M (see Fig. 8B ), move in the plane of the outer embryonic surface towards the centre of the vegetative hemisphere of the embryo by decreasing their outer surface area (Mescheriakov, 1975) . Analyzing this movement in the sagittal section plane makes it clear (see Figs. 8C, D) that the cell separation boundaries deviate from the normal orientation, the deviation angle being a measure of the planar cell movement both in the space and time.
Although it may seem to be unusual to consider embryonic cells subject to regular cleavage as a matter of cell interaction, the experimental data show this to be the case (Arnolds et. al, 1983) . We thus encounter a new SU that forms ES negative curvature not by shortening, but rather by lengthening the cell boundaries -the lateral flow SU. In the referent example the SU consists of only a few cells, this number being quite sufficient for the analysis of the mass cell movement geometry.
Morphodynamics algorithm
The method of constructing the new ES contour on the basis of the initial one is shown in Fig. 8C (cf. the dotted ES contour in Fig. 8C and that at the following step of real morphogenesis which is shown in Fig. 8D ). It follows from this construction that the cell boundaries elongate at the expense of decreasing the outer cell surface area. This provides the possibility of changing the sign of the outer ES surface curvature without inverting the anteroposterior axis direction in each cell.
The connection between the elongation of cells and shrinking of their outer surfaces affords for epithelial cells a new opportunity of leaving the ES (as compared to that in sea urchin gastrulation, see Fig. 6 ). In normal gastrulation of Lymnea (and other animals whose early development is subject to spiral cleavage) this happens with a stem cell of the axial mesoderm (see cell M in Figs. 8B and D) . Note that this cell leaves the ES just at a bending point between the concave and convex outer ES surface areas marked in Fig. 8C , D by the asterisks. Therefore, the stem mesoderm cell may be not a special cell, but rather a cell at special place selected by reason of its dynamical geometry.
The SU movement algorithm is shown in Figs. 8E-G. As in previous SU, DM and NM are the movement vectors and V is the resulting movement-shaping of the ES. The movement starts with a deviation of a boundary between cells 1 and 2 from normal orientation arising as a result of decreasing the outer surface area of cell 1 (Fig. 8E) The next steps are:
(i) The boundary between cells 2 and 3 deviates from normal orientation because of shrinking of the outer surface areas of cells 1 and 2 (Fig. 8F) .
(ii) The boundary between cells 1 and 2 elongates at the expense of further shrinking of the outer surface of cell 1 so as to normalize this boundary orientation and so the outer ES surface acquires negative curvature (Fig. 8F) .
(iii)
Step (i) is translated to the boundary between cells 3 and 4 and step (ii) to the boundary between cells 2 and 3 (Fig. 8G) .
It follows that the algorithm stops if both boundaries of the same cell acquire normal orientation. Cell 2 is to leave the ES, as it falls at a bending point between the concave and convex ES areas and its outer surface area decreases below the threshold permitting it to remain in the ES. This arrests the SU movement, as the new contact surface, between cells 1 and 3, which arises after cell 2 has left the ES, is normally oriented with respect to the outer ES surface (see Fig. 8G ).
Note that the resulting movement-shaping vectors, V, are applied differently than in previous SUs. In each cell this vector is not at the leading edge of this cell, but near the leading edge of the cell which precedes this cell. The reason for this is as follows. Deviation of a cell boundary from normal orientation promotes both the elongation of this boundary and decrease in the outer surface area of a neighboring cell. Then, in contrast to the previous SU, the movement-shaping positive feedback, a geometric analogue of the activator, is not between different surfaces of the same cell, but rather between the surfaces of neighboring cells. As for the inhibitor, its analogue is provided by ES shaping, just as in the previous SU. The only, but essential distinction is that it is the shaping process itself that changes the sign of the outer surface curvature.
A new singularity: Spatial Unfolding and mappings of the plane into the plane
The parallel between the mass cell movement spatial patterns and that considered in the theory of smooth mappings has been discussed since the pioneering work of Thom (1969) , however, with little success, as it has remained unclear both what the mapping is itself and the space to which it applies. The SU eliminates this problem, insofar as the disposition of cell shapes in the current ES contour allows for its mapping into the new ES contour in a fairly explicit way.
The invagination SU maps a flat contour into that of negative curvature, this mapping being devoid of singular points. In terms of the theory of smooth mappings (Whitney, 1955) this means that each point of a new contour has a single prototype in the initial contour. In SU terms this means that that the sign of the ES curvature is not a matter of change just in the shaping process. In the lateral flow SU the negative ES curvature also arises from positive curvature without reversing the cell's movement polarity. However, the capacity of changing the sign of the curvature depends not on the individual, but on the collective movement mode: curvature is subject to change as the elongation of a given cell of the ES is overtaken by that of its neighbors that follow it both in space and time. In order to stress this distinction, shown in Fig.  9A is the archenteron whose right side is formed by invagination (shown in black), while the left side (shown in grey) is formed by lateral flow (the arrows show the movement-shaping vectors of the corresponding SU). Each point of the left part of the archenteron contour has three prototypes in the initial ES contour. In Fig. 9A the mapping is shown by a faint vertical line and the circle marked by the asterisk corresponds to the centre of a region which the theory of smooth mappings calls the fold (Whitney, 1955) .
Morphogenetic area and constraints
The contour shown in Fig. 9A perfectly corresponds to that arising in the gastrulation of animals with spiral cleavage, which, for brevity, we call spiralians (such as Lymnea embryos; for details see Cherdantsev, 2003) . In the three-dimensional gastrula image shown in Fig. 9B , the dorsal blastopore forms a topological fold (its mapping into the plane is shaded). From both sides of the fold (only one of them is shown) three prototypes of the plane-intoplane projection meet to form a singularity which in the theory of smooth mappings is called a cusp (see the asterisk in Fig. 9B ). The ventral topology is the same as in the sea urchin archenteron. The reason is that in spiralians the dorsal blastopore sector is formed by the lateral flow SU (shown in grey), while the ventral one -by the invagination SU (shown in black). The succession of the axial (bilateral) mesoderm formation which is common to spiralians is the same as with the formation of topological folds and cusps (see Figs. 9C, D) . Two stem mesodermal cells (M in Fig. 9C ), the descendants of M cell shown in Fig. 8A , start to leave the outer embryonic surface in the cusps (marked by the asterisks) corresponding to the bending point of the ES. It follows that mesoderm bilateral patterning is based on an SU.
In gastrulation of spiralians the lateral flow SU consists of a few cells. However, it can consist of many cells, the formation of the axial structures in Chordates providing an example. In a transversal histological section through the Amphioxus embryo, whose dorsal aspect is shown in Fig. 9E , the neural plate and notochord anlage shaping are matters of lateral flow SU (the new ES contours constructed on the basis of this SU algorithm are shown by faint lines), while the axial mesoderm of future somites is separated from the endoderm by epithelization SU.
The main constraint of lateral flow SU is that cells leave the ES when approaching its bending point. In spiralians, after the stem mesoderm cells have emigrated from the ES, the fold region that forms the dorsal lip of the blastopore of the gastrula becomes an empty place, as shown in Fig. 9D . This constraint is overcome by Chordates by starting a new SU, the last we consider.
Planar convergence Spatial Unfolding
A referent example: dorsal blastopore lip formation in amphibian embryos, Xenopus laevis and Rana ridibunda
Up to this point we have considered SU movement-shaping in the ES section. Meanwhile, in a three-dimensional ES DM and NM vectors can be referred to each cell's outer surface. DM in this case would correspond to the outer surface shaping of a cell moving in the ES plane and NM to the change in the radius of curvature of an area which this cell is going through. Providing that both these conditions hold, the mass movement of cell outer surfaces can form an SU in the embryonic surface plane -the planar convergence SU -considered in this section. That the planar outer cell surface movement is a movement-shaping that shapes the ES was demonstrated by Jacobson and Gordon (1976) .
The dorsal blastopore lip (DBL) of amphibian early gastrula, whose three-dimensional image is shown in Fig. 10A , represents the same topological fold as that in spiralians. The outer ES of the DBL is subject to lateral flow SU, the inner one to invagination SU. For simplicity, the cell geometry is shown only for the outermost and innermost DBL layers. The cusps that flank the fold correspond to loci at which the paraxial somite mesoderm leaves the outer ES surface (asterisk in Fig. 10A ). It follows that the only, but essential distinction between the amphibian gastrula (which is typical for all Chordates) and that of spiralians is that inside the fold the ES manages to maintain its morphological continuity forming the notochord anlage.
The method of reconstructing the spatial pattern of cell tracks (arrows on the outer DBL surface shown in Fig. 10A ) is as follows. As the blastopore of early amphibian gastrula acquires its crescent-like shape, the outer DBL surface becomes covered by microfolds (MF). While no one seems to have paid attention to the MF, they are of importance, as their orientation is that of the tracks of a mass movement of cells moving towards the DBL arc to cross it and enter the dorsal archenteron roof (shown in Fig. 10A by dots). In the early Xenopus gastrula a vital dye spot marking a region on the outer DBL surface changes shape as it moves towards the DBL arc, stretching along and contracting across the axis of its movement (cf. Figs. 10B and C) . It is this type of movement-shaping that one could expect if the cells moved along MFs, provided that each new step of this movement required that 
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the MFs changed their disposition and shape. As a matter of fact, this movement is attended by changes in DBL arc shape. If we compare the arc height (h) and length (l) ratios, shown in Figs. 10 B and C, it becomes obvious that the arc curvature is subject to increase, especially in the central sectors. Thus, we can treat the MFs as the separation boundaries between the ES cells and the DBL arc, to which the MFs converge, as the analogue of the ES contour. The difference is only that the MFs arise as a result of the tensile stretch of the outer DBL surface responding to the active cell movement (for details see Cherdantsev, Scobeyeva, 1994) , so that each MF arises and vanishes in a few minutes. Cells travel from one MF to another, changing their neighbors, as the outer DBL cells are known to do when entering the arc (Keller, 1987) . If, however, there is a reproducible difference between the average number and orientation of MFs in different DBL arc sectors, then these ephemera, as indicators of mass cell movement vectors, are worthy to be considered as dynamical analogs of ES cell boundaries.
Figs. 10D, E show, for the early gastrula of a frog Rana ridibunda L., how the distribution of MF numbers between five DBL arc sectors of equal angular length matches to the distribution of deviation angles between the MFs and normal arc curvature radii. The method of measuring this is shown under the graphics, where N is the average number of MFs in a given sector tween the actual and future arc contours. These are singular (unmovable) points of the mass cell movement at which the geometric algorithm is arrested.
The dynamics algorithm starts with zero DBL arc curvature, which means that the arc curvature is the same as that of the gastrula surface latitude at which gastrulation is initiated. The next steps are shown in Figs. 11D-F in which the archenteron roof contours are shaded, while the lines bending over the arc to enter the archenteron roof correspond to the cell movement tracks (MFs). We assume, as shown in Fig. 11A , that movement along these tracks towards the DBL arc is equal to shaping of the areas which these tracks circumscribe at each given step of morphogenesis. Then:
(i) The transversal shrinkage of an area being involved in the central DBL arc sector causes the deviation of cell flows from the normal arc radii of curvature (Fig. 11D) .
(ii) The orientation of these flows is normalized by increasing the arc curvature in the central sector (Fig. 11E) .
(iii) The change in the arc central sector shape makes cell flows in the lateral arc sectors turn towards the arc centre. This translates step (i) from the arc centre to lateral arc areas (Fig. 11F ).
The algorithm is over when the arc acquires a spatially homogeneous shape, the orientation of cell flows marked by MF being normalized throughout the arc. DM in the convergence SU is a and A is the average deviation angle. In central sectors, as compared to the lateral ones, the number of MFs increases (Fig. 10D) with decreasing deviation angle A (Fig. 10E ). Comparing these spatial patterns to the time succession of shaping of the marked region shown in Fig. 10B , C and to DBL arc shaping, makes it clear that the MF spatial series form an SU of longitudinal stretching and transversal shrinking of the areas entering the DBL arc.
Morphodynamics algorithm
The planar convergence SU can be compared to the lateral flow SU in which the cell movement plane is the embryonic surface, the ES surface is the arc of DBL and the cell separation boundaries are the MF. Even though the MFs are not the cell boundaries, but rather the cell groups with variable alignments, we have reason to assume that each MF is identical to the movement track of a given cell at a given moment, as shown in Fig. 11A . A cell traveling from track S 0 S 1 to track S o' S 1' and then moving in this track, falls into the same place as a cell moving in track S 0 S 1 and than traveling to the track S o' S 1' . Then, for each cell moving towards the DBL arc in the MF group we have a movement vector whose absolute value is proportional to the deviation of the MF from the arc normal radius of curvature at the intersection point between the arc and the MF. Thus we get a new arc contour shown in Fig. 11B , this being the first step of the geometric movement algorithm. The next step, shown in Fig 11C, consists in shaping the new contour so as to normalize its orientation with respect to the cell movement vectors. The inevitable result of this procedure is the origination of two bilaterally symmetrical intersections (marked by asterisks in Fig. 11C ) be- matter of the same (non-local) positive feedback that operates on the lateral flow SU -the greater is the MF convergence to the arc centre, the greater is the longitudinal stretching and transversal shrinkage of the central area, this promoting the further convergence of cell flows. On the other hand, DM causes NM inhibition of this positive feedback by shaping the arc. Note that in this shaping process the MFs shorten in a direction opposite to that of their longitudinal stretching, which means the NM operating in the same way as in the invagination SU. In a sense, the convergence SU encompasses all mass movement modes that have been discussing.
Morphogenetic area
The planar convergence SU allows for the notochord domain formation in all Chordates (Cherdantsev, 2003) . As it is shown in Fig. 10A , the convergence of cells towards the DBL arc centre provides, both in time and space, a continuous transition between the lateral flow SU whose movement shapes the DBL arc and the invagination SU whose movement shapes the archenteron roof (see corresponding series of cell shapes in the sagittal gastrula section shown in Fig. 10A ). Instead of leaving the ES at its bending point, as occurs in spiralians, the cells move so as to mold new DBL arc contours. Note that the axis of this movement-shaping does not depend on a choice of the coordinate system. It is common, but erroneous, to say that cells move in the direction of the main body axis, from its anterior pole to the posterior pole. As a matter of fact, the true is converse: it is the planar convergence SU movement that forms the main body axis, the archenteron roof shape being a trace of the DBL arc movement-shaping.
Concluding remarks: the structure of structuring
Morphogenesis -both in the ontogeny and evolution -is portrayed in this paper as the "self-organization ladder" of movement-shaping patterns whose spatiotemporal succession is that of lowering the symmetry order both in a structural and dynamical sense, as the formation of new structural domains presumes the origin of new trends of dynamics. Self-organization means that new morphogenetic patterns, at the time of their origin, have zero inheritance and no adaptive value on their own. In this and only in this case, one can say that ontogeny itself does produce new developmental information, provided that new patterns are robustly reproducible with no effect on fitness (Cherdantsev et. al., 1996) . The point is that the origination of new structural domains presumes that the developing system acquires new trends of the individual variation subject to genetic and functional assimilation (Waddington, 1940 ; for additional details see Cherdantsev et. al., 1996) .
The order of structuring is subject to the SU principle that the temporal changes in a given embryonic area occur by the unfolding of a spatial series of areas with a more and more low order of structural and dynamical symmetry. In other words, the spatial differences between the parts of the developing system mean the difference between the previous (more homogeneous) and subsequent (less homogeneous) developmental states of the system as a whole. It follows that the evolutionary history of the developing system is encoded not in the succession of developmental stages of the whole system, but rather in the difference between its spatial domains subject to movement-shaping patterns of the different order of complication. The fate of an area does not depend on its position, but, instead, the movement-shaping identity of SU establishes a "triple correspondence" between the form, position and fate.
Taking as an example the amphibian gastrula shown in Fig.  10A , it is easy to read its dorsoventral axis as a spatiotemporal series of complicating morphogenetic movement patterns. The ventral blastopore lip is a region in which, as in the whole blastopore circumference of the simpler sea urchin gastrula, the epithelization SU borders with the invagination SU with no interaction between the outer and inner ES counterparts. Their interaction arises only with the addition of a new SU (that of the lateral flow), this separating a new gastrula domain -the lateral DBL sector, whose dynamic behavior is the same as in the whole DBL of the even simpler gastrula of spiralians. Unless interaction between the outer and inner DBL counterparts rests only on the lateral flow SU, ES movement-shaping fails to preserve ES integrity, which becomes possible when a new SU is added, allowing for the convergence of cell flows. This, again, separates a new domain -the dorsal pole region ("organizer"). Thus, in Chordate embryos the blastopore circumference portrays the developmental history in an explicit way -the mirror-image of the fate map -of a single region whose symmetry order was once coincident with that of the whole circumference and so was its position. The further blastopore history (fate) is that of shifting this region to the very edge of blastopore circumference up to localization at the ventral pole. The only reason for this is the origination of areas whose movement-shaping symmetry is of a lower order, as compared to the initial symmetry.
It follows, first, that changes in movement-shaping symmetry provide a single mechanism both of positioning the regions and outlining their morphogenetic potencies and, second, that, from the morphogenetic point of view, the "ladder of beings", where "beings" are movement-shaping patterns, can be read in both directions with the equal success.
